Up from the Depths 2
FADE IN:

EXT. MAUI PRINCE HOTEL – MORNING

KATIE and JOSH PETERS, both 21, white as sheets, walk towards a small shack.

Katie wears an orange sarong, which barely covers her voluptuous body. Josh wears only board shorts, exposing a muscular physique.

JOSH
Let me do the talking, OK, my beautiful wife?

Katie blushes.

KATIE
A wife needs to mind her husband.

SUPER: MAUI, HAWAII

EXT. SHACK – MOMENTS LATER

MACCABEE, 40, large and dark, watches as the couple approaches.

MACCABEE
Aloha, friends.

Josh nervously walks up, while Katie waits a few yards back.

JOSH
Aloha. Beautiful morning!

They shake hands.

MACCABEE
I'm Maccabee. What can I do you for, my friend?

Josh pulls close, looks back nervously at Katie.

JOSH
Hi, Josh and Katie Peters...my new bride and I were wondering where we could swim...uh...in the nude, if you know what I mean.

Maccabee lets loose a laugh that could probably shake coconuts right out of trees.
MACCABEE
You Honeymooners, I take it?

JOSH
Just married yesterday in Erie, Pennsylvania, Sir. Flew all night and am dying to see exactly what my beautiful twenty one year old bride's body looks like in the beautiful Maui surf.

Maccabee looks back to Katie and drools.

MACCABEE
(under his breath)
I'd like to do more than just see that sweet-ass body all nude and dripping wet...

JOSH
Excuse me?

MACCABEE
I said, I bet you do, Son...I bet you do.

EXT. TRAIL TO PU’U PU’PU OLA'I BEACH - LATER

Josh leads Katie through thick tropical foliage. Sweat beads down both their faces.

KATIE
How much farther is it? I'm getting really hot and want to take my sarong off. You get me?

Josh stops in his tracks, turns, admiring her gorgeous body.

JOSH
Baby Doll, I think we're a match made in Heaven. You know why?

Katie smiles coyly.

JOSH (CONT'D)
I do get you and I want you to take that sarong off, too.

KATIE
Really? You won't be grossed out?
JOSH
Really? I've never seen those beautiful breasts in the flesh yet, but I fancy they're mighty perty. C'mon, let's get going. I'm getting hot too and my swimming trunks feel awful tight. You get me?

Katie glances down at Josh's huge boner, protruding through his shorts. Her eyes have a mischievous glimmer.

KATIE
Oh honey...Mama said it might be big like that, but...WOW!

EXT. PU'U PU'PU OLA'I BEACH - LATER

Gentle waves crash over the pristine white sand beach. Palm fronds sway in the light breeze. The place is completely deserted and an absolute paradise.

Josh and Katie stand hand in hand, staring into each other's eyes, as a dorsal fin breaches the surface behind them.

Water rolls over Katie's foot. She jumps back.

KATIE
That feels so good! But...I'm a little shy. What if someone sees us naked?

Josh looks around from the water back to the palm lined beach.

JOSH
Sees us? Who's gonna see us, Sugarplum? There's no one here but us Newlyweds. Let's both get completely naked and have wild unbridled sex in the beautiful ocean and all the Hawaiian fishes can watch.

EXT. PALM TREE AT THE EDGE OF THE BEACH - CONTINUOUS

Maccabee hangs onto the trunk, just below the fronds, binoculars to his eyes. Sweat rolls down his fat cheeks, as a coconut bonks him in the head.

BINOCULAR P.O.V. - The two continue to talk.

MACCABEE (V.O.)
Please, please, please take that sarong off, you beautiful cornfed (MORE)
MACABEE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
white, twenty one year old Newlywed!
I don't ask for much, Lord, and ever
since Pazia disconnected our internet,
I haven't seen any big white titties
like hers in what seems like ages.

PU'U PU'PU OLA'I BEACH
Katie looks around, smiles coyly again - she's really got
that coy smile thing working at this point.

Josh shakes his head, rubs his hands together.

JOSH
OK?

KATIE
OK. But we have to go right into
the water. You get me?

JOSH
I'm gonna get you alright. Let's do
this.

Katie cautiously unwraps her sarong.

Josh watches wide eyed.

PALM TREE AT THE EDGE OF THE BEACH
Maccabee watches wide eyed through his binoculars.

PU'U PU'PU OLA'I BEACH
Just as Katie is about to let her breasts free, she stops.

KATIE
Well?

Josh snaps to attention.

JOSH
Well what, my sweet?

KATIE
Aren't you going to take those tight
shorts off as well? Fair is fair,
right?

Josh rolls his eyes. Now he looks embarrassed.
JOSH
Remember...a wife needs to mind her husband.

PALM TREE AT THE EDGE OF THE BEACH
Maccabee smiles gleefully.

MACCABEE
Damn straight, Kid. You tell her.
Make her get naked. Please...

BINOCULAR P.O.V. – Katie takes off her sarong, exposing a rack that would make her rich if she posed nude online.

PU'U PU'PU OLA'I BEACH
She stands coyly in front of Josh, hands on her hips.

KATIE
Well? Are they OK?

Josh immediately pops morning wood.

RIP!!! POP!!! BOING!!! Josh's trunks rip.

JOSH
Damn, Katie May, you're beautiful.
The most beautiful bride I've ever seen butt-ass naked...and those melons...

KATIE
Hopefully, the only naked, beautiful bride you'll ever see, my husband.
Melons? Really?

Josh laughs.

JOSH
Sorry...guess it's a guy thing.

PALM TREE AT THE EDGE OF THE BEACH
RIP!!! POP!!! BOING!!! Maccabee's shorts rip.

He loses his grip around the trunk and falls. Coconuts follow him down, pummeling him in a heap, at the base of the tree.
PU'U PU'PU OLA'I BEACH

Josh and Katie both turn towards the sound.

KATIE
You hear that? What could it be?

JOSH
Sounded like a bunch of coconuts falling out of a tree, but it also could have been some kind of native wildlife. Let's get in the water and consummate our marital vows. You get me?

Katie runs into the water, her large, torpedo-like breasts barely moving as she goes.

KATIE
Wow, the water feels amazing, but it's a little chilly and it's making my nipples rock hard.

Josh looks down at his tattered trunks and huge bulge.

RIP!!! POP!!! BOING!!!

Josh takes a step into the water and trips over his erection.

KATIE (CONT'D)
Honey, c'mon, what are you waiting for?

JOSH
Sorry, Sweetness and Punam, but it's hard walking with three legs. You get me?

BASE OF PALM TREE


EXT. OCEAN - MOMENTS LATER

Josh and Katie frolic like only two Newlyweds from Erie, Pennsylvania could.

Their arms are tightly wrapped around each other, with only their Head & Shoulders above the surface.

They buck back and forth, engaged in intercourse between man and wife.
UNDERWATER

A ROGUE TIGER SHARK, newborn, about one foot long, cruises through crystal clear water. It's black eyes bug out at the sight some twenty yards in front of it.

ROGUE TIGER SHARK P.O.V. - Katie's now getting it from behind and her amazing mammarys are bobbing just below the surface like two perfectly shaped white floatation devices.

BACK TO SCENE

The baby rogue tiger shark hightails it towards the hot sex in front of him.

As it nears, his mouth opens, exposing no teeth, only baby shark gums.

Katie pulls away and her floatation devices get caught in a wave, pushing her away from Josh and his boner.

OCEAN

Josh's eyes go wide. His head rolls back and he shudders.

Katie watches a few feet away.

    KATIE
    Honey? You OK? What's happening? You look like you just had a big old orgasm or something like that.

    JOSH
    O...M...G!!! YES!!!! Yes, I did...but wait...if you're over there, whose amazing mouth is wrapped around my wiener right now?

The shark's tale breaches the surface, as Josh straightens up. It flaps back and forth, trying its best to swallow the large erect member.

Katie's eyes go wide - yeah, I know...alot of wide eyes, but trust me, there will be more to come still.

    KATIE
    SHHHHAAAAARKKKKK!!!!!!!

    JOSH
    Really? Holy shit...I'm getting head from a shark? Damn, though, baby, it feels so good!
Maccabee wakes up to the screams of ecstasy and "SHHHHHAAAARKKKKK!!!!!!".

He examines himself and realizes he's butt-ass naked...and bleeding. It doesn't matter - he must save these Newlyweds.

Maccabee arrives just as Josh and Katie run out of the water.

The rogue baby tiger shark is attached to Josh's meat, and seems to have more than half of it in its mouth.

Katie looks sexy as all Hell, watching the bizarre scene.

Maccabee can't take his wide eyes off Katie's incredible set of milk-white twins.

Josh orgasms again, falling forward, causing the shark to go down on him much further, as he hits the beach.

The rogue baby tiger shark's black doll-like eyes go wide.

JOSH
Don't kill it! Just get it off of my manhood and keep it alive so we can continue to use it like this. It will be our first and maybe only pet. I think I love this shark!

Katie watches in horror, then looks to Maccabee, with an odd scowl.

KATIE
Maccabee? From the hotel?

MACCABEE
Yes...hi. How are you? You look marvelous!

KATIE
Why are you here, and why are you naked and bloody?

Maccabee raises his arms in an "I don't know gesture".

MACCABEE
Well...it's like this...

KATIE
You're such a large man, but you're so small down there.
She points at his pathetic excuse for a penis.

KATIE (CONT'D)
Are all Hawaiians so little?

Maccabee blushes, covers his unit with his thumb.

Josh continues to writhe on the sand.

JOSH
Please, please, I can't cum anymore. Get this baby Rogue Tiger Shark off my great tool.

Katie moves towards him, a coy smile on her lips.

Maccabee reaches out and grabs her.

MACCABEE
NO! You can't just pull it off. It may pull his wiener off with it. We must go get help. Come with me, my darling.

He wraps his arms around her and pulls her in tight.

MACCABEE (CONT'D)
You're so cold. I must warm you. Let me warm you by rubbing your big beautiful breasts. You must let me!

KATIE
But I'm married. I can't let you do that, even if it will save my life and warm me at the same time.

MACCABEE
Don't worry, I'm married too. Our spouses will completely understand.

PAZIA, 30, amazingly hot and sexy, and also naked as a jaybird, approaches from the trees.

PAZIA
Like Hell, I will, you dirty, old pervert.

All eyes go wide - see, I told you there'd be more wide eyes!

Josh and Katie both look completely clueless.

MACCABEE
Honey? What are you doing here and why are you butt-ass naked...like we all are?
PAZIA
Really? I was doing the same damn thing you were doing. I was six palms over from your big ass. I could tell the kid had a monster tallywanker when I first saw him this morning and I wanted to see it in the flesh. I just now disrobed because everyone else was nude and I felt a little strange with clothes on.

JOSH, KATIE, & MACCABEE
Really? What the fuck?

PAZIA
You think you're the only one who misses the internet? To be honest, I wouldn't even mind rubbing the girl's big beautiful breasts for a few minutes, myself.

MACCABEE
Pazia...

KATIE
Thanks, Pazia. That's so kind of you. And you know what? I wouldn't mind it either. I feel badly for you having to deal with Maccabee's tiny organ.

PAZIA
Tell me about it. Looks like you married yourself the second coming of John C. Holmes.

Pazia look to the writhing Josh on the sand.

PAZIA (CONT'D)
Mind if I get him off?

Josh looks up, SCREAMS!

JOSH
I told you I can't cum anymore, damnit...but...you're so gorgeous...sexy as all Heaven and Hell and I won't mind either if you rub Katie's big beautiful breasts.

Everyone, including Maccabee, bursts into laughter.

Several coconuts fall from the Palms behind them.
PAZIA
No, Silly, I meant, get the baby Rogue Tiger Shark off your big, beautiful, long schlong. Truth be told, Maccabee here didn't always used to be so damn small...he had one of these damn baby sharks on his wanker when he was a strapping young man and he pulled so hard, most of his member stayed in the shark's mouth. When we retrieved it from the Belly of the Beast, and sewed it back on, alot of his shaft was lost for good.

Tears stream from Maccabee's face, as he recalls the event.

MACCABEE
I remember how it came Up from the Depths! It was horrible! My member was never the same!

PAZIA
It needs a woman's touch. You gotta tickle the little sucker so he relaxes his mouth, and then, get him off.

Josh looks to his bride.

JOSH
Honey? Maybe you could help Pazia and both of you get me off...I mean get the shark off.

Pazia winks at Katie, moves in close and rubs her big beautiful breasts.

PAZIA
C'mon, it'll be fun. We'll have a luau back at our place after we get him off. I can show you two a few Hawaiian love making secrets that will really spice up your sex life.

Maccabee watches wide eyed.

MACCABEE
Can I help too?

JOSH, KATIE, & PAZIA
NO!!!!

FADE OUT